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AFREA AMMONIA FREE
with keratin and oil Camellia oleifera

 permanent oxidative hair coloring System by Dikson Coiffeur with keratin and oil Camellia
Oleifera in cosmetic cream from a neutral scent. 100% ammonia free. Without P-
Phenylendiamine. Rich in active anti-aging. Professional use. 

 3 guarantees AFREA PERFECT COLOR :
Guaranteed result :
- Cover 100% perfect 100% of white hair
- Harmony of color from root to tip, with no strikethrough
- Lightening up to 4 shades
- Certainty of the result of all the nuances, without bases
- Compliance with extraordinary hair 

 guarantee respect for the hair and scalp :
- Without ammonia and without P- Phenylendiamine a respect for optimum hair
- Without ammonia for a total respect of the scalp
- Four active aging to prolong the youthfulness of hair
- Cosmetic ingredients that soften the hair fibers and make them smooth and uniform
- Maximum comfort 

 guarantee comfort for the hairdresser :
- Stability of the mixture without the need of thickeners
- No oxidation after the opening of the pipe as opposed to products based gels and oils
- Possibility of mixing between the nuances
- No change in the habits of the color service
- The scent neutral cream 

  Shades  41 shades divided into 9 series, 4 tone lightening. 

  method of use :  mixing 1:1. Mix in a bowl of cream 60 ml (half pipe) and 60 ml of
oxidizing emulsion at 20/30 vol. Apply to hair as usual and leave in 30 minutes. Rinse. For
super lightening shades mixed with oxidizing emulsion at 30/40 vol. (always in a 1:1 ratio).
Apply to hair as usual and leave on 40/45 minutes. Rinse. 
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  box:  120 ml tube astucciato for two applications. 
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